
This handout presents excerpts of testimony submitted by DRBC Executive Director Carol R. Collier to the U.S. 
House of Representatives Committee on Financial Services on August 15, 2006.  Some information has been 
updated to reflect the most current activities. 
 

Delaware River Basin Commission’s Role in Flood Loss Reduction Efforts 
 
 
There is a strong need to reduce flood vulnerability and damages in the Delaware River Basin.  
This paper presents the ongoing role of the Delaware River Basin Commission (DRBC) in flood 
loss reduction efforts, highlights some current needs, and offers a series of ten recommendations 
that DRBC staff believe should be prioritized and implemented to reduce flood damage in the 
basin. 
 

Basin Background 
The Delaware is the longest un-dammed river east of 
the Mississippi, extending 330 miles from the 
Catskill Mountains of New York State to the mouth 
of the Delaware Bay where it meets the Atlantic 
Ocean.  The river is fed by 216 tributaries, the largest 
being the Schuylkill and Lehigh rivers in 
Pennsylvania. 
 
Nearly 15 million people (approximately five percent 
of the nation’s population) rely on the waters of the 
Delaware River Basin for drinking and industrial use, 
but the watershed drains only four-tenths of one 
percent of the total continental U.S. land area.  The 
15 million figure includes about seven million people 
in the New York City area and northern New Jersey 
who live outside the basin.  New York City gets 
roughly half its water from three large reservoirs 
located on tributaries in the upper Delaware region 
and the City of Philadelphia gets 100% of its water 
supply directly from the Delaware and Schuylkill 
rivers. 

 
In all, the basin contains 13,539 square miles, draining parts of Pennsylvania (6,422 square miles 
or 50.3 percent of the basin’s total land area); New Jersey (2,969 square miles, or 23.3%); New 
York (2,362 square miles, 18.5%); and Delaware (1,004 square miles, 7.9%).  Included in the 
total area number is the 782 square-mile Delaware Bay, which lies roughly half in New Jersey 
and half in Delaware. 
 
The natural drainage area of the Delaware River Basin crosses many man-made boundaries in 
addition to the four state lines already mentioned:  25 congressional districts, two Federal 
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) regions, two Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
regions, five U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) offices, two National Weather Service (NWS) 
local forecast offices, 42 counties, and 838 municipalities.  Coordination of efforts is a critical 
need for flood loss reduction. 
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The DRBC is an interstate/federal compact agency with a mission to manage water resources 
without regard to political boundaries.  There are five Commissioners – the governors of the four 
basin states and a general in the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers appointed by the President as the 
federal government’s representative.  The DRBC has regulatory as well as management, 
planning and resource development authorities.  The Compact creating the DRBC in 1961 
marked the first time in our nation’s history that the federal government and a group of states 
joined together as equal partners in a river basin planning, development and regulatory agency. 

Commission programs include water quality protection, water supply allocation, regulatory 
review (permitting), water conservation initiatives, watershed planning, drought management, 
flood loss reduction, and recreation. 

Three Delaware River Main Stem Floods in Two Years 
As thousands of property owners and emergency responders are painfully aware, the Delaware 
River Basin has recently experienced three major floods -- September 2004, April 2005 and June 
2006 -- over a period of less than two years. 
 
Each flood event has been analyzed by the National Weather Service, which has found that the 
flooding was primarily the result of unusually heavy rain and/or snowmelt in the long, but 
relatively narrow watershed.  During the most recent flood event in June 2006, rainfall totals at 
some locations in the western and northern portions of the basin totaled more than 15 inches over 
a seven-day period.  According to precipitation frequency tables developed by the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration for the period of observed record (NOAA Atlas 14), 
the chance of rainfall of this magnitude is 1 in 700 in any given year.  Large areas of the western 
and northern basin received over 10 inches of rain during the period – which is a 1 in 100 chance 
event in any given year. 
 
It is important to note that residents along the lower non-tidal stretch of the main stem Delaware 
River witnessed a period of 41 years, from 1955 to 1996, without experiencing a major flood.  
While we do not yet know for certain how storm patterns are changing in response to climate 
change, the past two years have demonstrated that floods follow no predictable pattern.  Climate 
change research appears to be pointing to more extreme precipitation cycles, whether they are 
wet or dry. 
 
Flood Vulnerability 
In the view of DRBC staff, flood vulnerability remains a chronic problem throughout the entire 
basin, due in part to the sporadic nature of flooding, but also due to the ongoing insufficient 
funding of federal mitigation programs and cost-share formulas that are difficult for many local 
municipalities to meet. 
 
Flood prone communities often find that the limited mitigation funds available are not adequate 
to acquire or elevate the residences and buildings that are repeatedly flooded.  As a means for 
communities to graphically demonstrate their need for mitigation funding, DRBC staff have 
completed an analysis of repetitive and severe repetitive loss properties in the Delaware River 
Basin which can be found at http://www.nj.gov/drbc/Flood_Website/floodclaims_home.htm.  
The analysis shows that 2,646 repetitive loss properties in the watershed have received insurance 
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claims totaling over $234 million through the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) for 
losses that occurred during the period of 01/01/1978-12/31/05.  This analysis does not include 
claims from the recent June 2006 flood, nor does it include uninsured flood damage. 
 
Flood Mitigation Suggestions from Citizens and Professionals 
No one set of flood mitigation measures will stop flooding along the Delaware.  The DRBC 
believes that many approaches should be considered and that a combination of measures will 
improve resiliency to flooding in the basin.  The DRBC has received many mitigation 
suggestions from citizens and/or professionals through recent hearings and meetings that fall into 
three categories:  1) Measures to lower existing flood levels; 2) Measures to reduce damage to 
existing structures; and 3) Measures to prevent flood damage from getting worse.  Please note 
that some of the listed items fit into more than one of these categories. 
 
1)  Measures to lower existing flood levels 

a) Completion and local adoption of FEMA-approvable flood and/or all hazards 
mitigation plans for municipalities 

b) Construction of a main stem dam 
c) Enlargement of existing or construction of new tributary dams 
d) Creation of dedicated voids in water supply reservoirs 
e) Removal of existing floodplain structures 
f) Channel modifications 
g) Stormwater retrofitting 
h) Centralize flood control and operations responsibilities 

2)  Measures to reduce damage to existing structures 
a) Completion and local adoption of FEMA-approvable flood and/or all hazards 

mitigation plans for municipalities 
 b) Acquisition and removal of floodplain structures  
 c) Elevation of floodplain structures 
 d) Levees and flood walls 
 e) Stormwater retrofitting 
 f) Continued improvement of the basin’s flood warning system 
 g) River stage forecast mapping 
 h) Providing dam break inundation mapping to emergency managers 
 i) Flood insurance map modernization and updating 
 j) Local floodproofing such as backflow prevention 

k) Provide better funding options for building elevations within the flood insurance 
program 

3)  Measures to prevent flood damage from getting worse 
a) Completion and local adoption of FEMA-approvable flood and/or all hazards 

mitigation plans for municipalities 
b) Toughen floodplain regulations to allow no new construction in floodplains 
c) Maximum build-out assumption in the computation of flood discharge rates for 

flood insurance map updating 
d) Implementation of stormwater best management practices (BMPs) for new 

construction 
e) Maintain and improve dam safety programs 
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f) Debris clearing and channel maintenance 
g) Consider climate change effects on future precipitation frequency 

 
DRBC Flood Mitigation Recommendations 
The DRBC is one of many organizations working to achieve flood loss reduction in the 
Delaware River Basin.  One of the strengths of the DRBC is its ability to bring together various 
government and non-governmental stakeholders across jurisdictional boundaries for the shared 
interest of the watershed.  Following the April 2005 flood, DRBC staff developed a set of flood 
loss reduction recommendations with inputs from the Commission’s Flood Advisory Committee 
(FAC).  The FAC is comprised of federal, state, and local organizations with flood loss reduction 
responsibilities and has served to coordinate multi-agency efforts to improve the basin’s flood 
warning system and mitigate flood losses. 
 
Following the June 2006 flood, DRBC staff reviewed the set of flood loss reduction 
recommendations previously prepared by the FAC and considered the citizen and professional 
input summarized earlier.  Below is a series of ten recommendations that DRBC staff believe 
should be prioritized and implemented to reduce flood damage in the basin: 

1) Encourage and support the completion and local adoption of FEMA-approvable flood 
and/or all hazards mitigation plans for all municipalities as required by the federal 
Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000.  These plans form the basis for communities to receive 
cost-shared federal funds aimed at flood mitigation and are required to maintain 
eligibility for disaster mitigation funding.  Both structural and non-structural mitigation 
options may comprise such plans.  Once the planning is completed, increased federal and 
non-federal funding must be made available to implement the mitigation options listed in 
each plan. 

2) Increase the priority of federal and state funding for building elevations and acquisitions 
in flood prone communities.  The number of requests for elevations and acquisitions 
cannot be met with the existing level of funding, even where FEMA-approvable 
mitigation plans are in place. 

3) Target FEMA map modernization funds to those municipalities where flood conditions 
have changed due to development.  It is essential that the flood insurance program be 
defined by mapping that is based on the most current data available. 

4) Strengthen and unify floodplain regulations across the basin.  Encourage regulations to be 
consistent with the “No Adverse Impact” recommendations by the Association of State 
Floodplain Managers. 

5) Implement best management practices (BMPs) for stormwater control.  Consideration 
should be given to infiltration and retention of runoff onsite, use of swales instead of 
curbing, minimal impact landscaping, and limiting paved widths to those needed for 
safety. 

6)  Expand floodplain awareness and flood safety educational programs. 
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7) Strengthen flood warning in the basin by implementing recommendations developed 
through the input of flood warning and mitigation experts who comprise the DRBC’s 
FAC.  Some of the recommendations include: 

- Expansion and maintenance of the USGS stream and precipitation gage network. 

- Continued maintenance and further development of the Advanced Hydrologic 
Prediction Services (AHPS) by the National Weather Service. 

- Increased funding to the National Weather Service, USGS, and U.S. Army Corps 
of Engineers for the development of flood stage forecast maps to be integrated 
with AHPS. 

 
8) Develop a flood management/reservoir operating plan that accounts for all existing major 

reservoirs and includes potential flood mitigation by New York City’s three water supply 
reservoirs located in the basin.  Such a plan should not be expected to alleviate all future 
flooding, but could provide a measure of additional flood mitigation by means of 
seasonal voids and forecast-based void management.  Recently, the four basin states 
pledged to commit funding to the DRBC towards the development of a basinwide 
rainfall/runoff and routing model to provide the technical support for evaluating potential 
flood operating plans.  Any plan that involves the use of the New York City Delaware 
Basin water supply reservoirs inherently includes a reallocation of storage and must be 
unanimously agreed to by the parties to the 1954 U.S. Supreme Court Decree (four basin 
states and New York City). 

 
In late-September 2006, the DRBC, with the unanimous consent of the five decree 
parties, established a temporary spill mitigation program for the three New York City 
Delaware Basin water supply reservoirs to be effective through May 2007. 

9) Fully update and expand the 1984 Delaware River Basin Survey Report by the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers to include the entire non-tidal length of the Delaware River and 
its major tributaries.  At this time, the State of New Jersey has committed to cost share a 
geographically limited update of this report.  Greater funding will need to be secured in 
order to fully evaluate regional structural and non-structural options for flood mitigation. 

10) Ensure funding for adequate maintenance of existing flood control structures. Consider 
new structures only when economically supported and consistent with recreational and 
ecological objectives. 

 
N.J. Governor’s Flood Mitigation Task Force Recommendations 
Following the flood of April 2005, DRBC staff participated on the New Jersey Governor’s 
Delaware River Flood Mitigation Task Force.  On August 22, 2006, Governor Jon Corzine 
released its final report and proposed new flood control rules in response to task force 
recommendations.  The report’s recommendations, which can be viewed online at 
http://www.njflood.org/, relate to community flood mitigation planning, flood warning, property 
acquisition, building elevation, and floodplain regulation.  The ten DRBC staff recommendations 
presented above are generally consistent with those presented in the task force report. 
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The final report states that floodplains should be expected to flood and concluded that no one set 
of measures, either alone or in combination, will completely stop flooding along the Delaware.  
In addition, it recommended that any studies for potential mitigation projects should focus on 
local non-structural and structural measures, rather than large structural projects on the main 
stem. 
 
Delaware River Basin Flood Mitigation Task Force  
At the direction of the governors of the four basin states, the DRBC Commissioners at their 
September 27, 2006 meeting directed commission staff to convene an interstate Flood Mitigation 
Task Force.  Although each basin state is working individually to address and mitigate flooding, 
it is believed that a comprehensive long-term flood loss reduction and flood mitigation strategy 
needs to be developed through a coordinated watershed approach.  The Commissioners set an 
ambitious schedule by seeking the completion of a preliminary action plan by the close of 2006.  
The proposed mitigation strategy elements would include: reservoir operations, floodplain 
mapping, floodplain regulations, structural and non-structural mitigation measures, flood 
warning and stormwater management. 
 
Conclusion 
In the view of DRBC staff, funding priorities must be revised in order to implement mitigation 
options that will reduce long-term risks to loss of life and property from flooding.  Even the 
DRBC has had to deal with the loss of federal funding support of its annual operating budget, 
which has limited the agency’s flood loss reduction efforts.  It is only through a re-prioritization 
of federal funds that the money will be adequate to seriously move forward with solutions. 
 
Furthermore, multiple approaches to flood mitigation are needed to improve resiliency to 
flooding.  Communities must be encouraged to complete and locally adopt their all hazards 
mitigation plans.  Effective mitigation will require the cooperation and coordination of residents, 
elected officials and all federal, state and local agencies with flood mitigation responsibilities.  
Additionally, expansion of floodplain awareness and strengthened floodplain regulations 
basinwide will allow for better planning and stricter protection of floodplains in the future. 
 
DRBC believes that most agencies and organizations involved in flood loss reduction are 
committed to ending the damage/personal loss/rebuild cycle that has been allowed to continue in 
the floodplains, and that strong measures and adequate funding are needed to end this cycle and 
ultimately reduce long term flood damage costs. 
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Visit the DRBC web site at www.drbc.net for more information. 


